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1 INTRODUCTION
Van Jacobson first implemented traceroute in the late 1980s as
a tool for determining a network topology. To do so, the tool
sends UDP probes destined for high-numbered ports with
successively increasing time-to-live (TTL) fields. When a
probe’s TTL field hits zero, the last router to handle the probe
sends back an Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)
message to the source. Each time a probe times out, the tool
determines another link in the path from the source to the
desintation. By probing the network in this way, the tool
determines the hops that a packet takes when traveling from
a source to a destination on the network. Widely used today,
traceroute now exists in multiple variations, each seeking
to improve on Van Jacobson’s traceroute (hereafter classic
traceroute).

Classic traceroute struggles in the presence of load-balancing
strategies imposed upon packets by routers. Routers can
adopt load-balancing on a per-packet, per-flow, or per-destination
basis. All three cases spread traffic across multiple equal-cost
paths to reduce the congestion of any one link. Unfortu-
nately, classic traceroute assumes that a single path exists
from source to destination.Whenmultiple paths exist, classic
traceroute can infer incorrect network topologies. “Incorrect
network topologies” in this context means the detection
of false links as well as the overlooking of existing nodes
and links. Both cases are a result of load-balancing, which
splits the assumed single path from source to destination
into multiple paths. Because the Internet is both critically
important and massively complex today, the inference of
network topology is important, and therefore mistakes can
be costly.

Paris traceroute [1] addresses the shortcomings of classic
traceroute by modifying the packet header of each probe
so that all probes destined for a given destination follow
the same route, even in the presence of load-balancing. This
improvement leads to a more accurate route discovery and
also to explanations behind the occurrence of network anom-
alies, so-called loops, cycles, and diamonds. To demonstrate
the improvement of Paris traceroute over classic traceroute,
Augustin et al used 5, 000 randomly chosen, pingable IPv4
addresses and 556 rounds of data collection to produce re-
sults in support of their conclusions. We set out to reproduce

some of their results using 100 randomly chosen, pingable
IPv4 addresses.

2 RELATEDWORK
Luckie, Hyun, and Huffaker [4] examined differences in
topology among various probe methods. The methods dis-
cussed included: send UDP probes destined for high-number
ports and expect ICMP port unreachable messages in return
to signal that an endpoint was reached1; send ICMP echo
request probes with unique ICMP id/sequence pairs and ex-
epct ICMP port unreachable messages in return; send TCP
SYN probes to a commonly-used port number; and sending
UDP or ICMP probes with an identical 4-byte sequence at
the beginning of each IP payload2. Luckie et al found that
UDP probes used by Paris traceroute had the greatest success
in inferring IP links.
Luckie, Dhamdhere, Claffy, and Murrell [3] investigated

the frequency with which classic traceroute inferred false
links. They found that the underlying assumption behind
classic traceroute–the existence of a single path from a source
to a destination–breaks down in the presence of per-flow load
balancing employed by routers. Routers can treat successive
packets sent by traceroute to a destination as belonging to
distinct flows because of the differences in UDP destination
port number or ICMP checksum between probes. They found
that 2.71% and 0.76% of links discovered using UDP and
ICMP, respectively, were false.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN
Our system consisted of a collection of bash and python
scripts.3 The relevant components included:
(1) Collecting reachable destination IP addresses.
(2) Running traceroute, both the classic and Paris variants,

on each of the collected destination IP addresses.
(3) Storing the traceroute results in a hierarchical direc-

tory structure.
(4) Parsing the traceroute results for easy analysis and

visualization.

1This is the approach taken by Van Jacobson’s original implementation of
traceroute[2].
2This is the approach taken by Paris traceroute[1].
3https://github.com/mcevoypeter/paris-traceroute
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We implemented Component 1 in bash by randomly se-
lecting an IPv4 address and using ping to send that address
a single packet. If the destination replied,we considered the
address to be reachable and added it to the list of destination
IP addresses. We repeated this process until we collected
our target of 104 reachable destination addresses. All of the
remaining components were implemented in python.
Component 2 used a simple subprocess with a pipe to

run the classic and Paris traceroute binaries and ingest the
output. Figure 1 shows a (truncated) version of the output
produced by classic traceroute.

% sudo traceroute -n 104.231.72.34
traceroute to 104.231.72.34 (104.231.72.34)
1 192.168.42.1 2.415 ms 0.860 ms
2 97.72.48.65 1227.836 ms 1637.922 ms
3 97.72.53.4 1125.757 ms 1229.539 ms
4 65.158.116.233 1535.996 ms 1945.728 ms
5 67.14.8.73 1838.031 ms 1643.523 ms

Figure 1: The first five hops of a route to 104.231.72.34
produced by classic traceroute. The output has been
modified slightly for presentation purposes.

Component 3 took the output from Component 2 and used
a regular expression parser to pull out the IP address from
each hop of the route. After collecting all addresses for a
given route and a given traceroute variation, we stored the
results in an easily accessible log file.
Component 4 read the log files produced by Component

4. For each destination IP address, we graphed the route
taken by both classic traceroute and Paris traceroute if the
route taken by classic traceroute to that destination included
duplicate IP addresses.

We ran all of the components on an Amazon EC2 T2Micro
instance running the Amazon Linux machine image, which
provided basic utilities like git, classic traceroute, and python.
We compiled Paris traceroute from source.4 The cloud al-
lowed us to work collaboratively on a file system with root
access and also to execute long-running processes with high
fidelity. We detached from the SSH session for any jobs that
took longer than 30 minutes to run to ensure completion
even in the face of lost Internet connectivity.5

4 RESULTS
4.1 Data
The 104 destination IP addresses span the globe. Sorted nu-
merically, the first third of the IP addresses are located in
4https://github.com/libparistraceroute/libparistraceroute
5We both worked on the project from locations lacking a strong Internet
connection.

Amsterdam, Beijing, Bogota, California, Colorado, Louisiana,
Massachusetts, Montevideo, Moscow, Nairobi, New York,
Seoul, Texas, Tokyo, and Virginia.6 The size of the CIDR
blocks varied from /10 to /29.

Paris traceroute yielded a different route than classic tracer-
oute for each destination IP address. Additionally, classic
traceroute produced routes with duplicate IP addresses on
33 of the 104 addresses. In these cases, we graphed both the
classic traceroute route and the Paris traceroute route with
any duplicate IP addresses colored in red. Let’s consider an
example: 106.61.157.208.

The server associatedwith 106.61.157.208 is maintained by
China Telecom, an internet service provider, and is located at
No. 31 Jingrong Street, Beijing, China. China Telecom. China
Telecom manages a block of IP addresses ranging between
105.56.0.0 and 106.63.255.255.

Classic traceroute took a longer route to reach 106.61.157.208
than Paris traceroute: classic traceroute visited 26 total hops
whereas Paris visited only 24. The most notable difference
to point out is that classic traceroute visited 202.97.12.46
on consecutive hops, a so-called loop. Figure 2 lists the full
paths taken by the two traceroute variations, and Figure 3
displays the anomaly graphically.
Paris traceroute clearly outperforms classic traceroute

when finding a route to 106.61.157.208, but what about to
another destination? Paris traceroute produced duplicate
consecutive hops–loops–en route to two of the 33 destination
addresses that classic traceroute produced loops en route to.
One of these two was 184.84.233.99.

184.84.233.99 is part of a /14 CIDR block consisting of ad-
dresses 184.84.0.0 − 184.87.255.255 owned by Akamai Tech-
nologies, Inc in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Paris traceroute
again took fewer hops than classic traceroute–29 vs. 30–to
reach the destination, but Paris traceroute, like classic tracer-
oute in this case, also contained a loop. Figure 4 shows the
list of the IP addresses taken by both traceroute variants, and
Figure 5 graphs the anomalies.

Note that Paris traceroute visits 103.198.140.26 twice and
classic traceroute visits 103.198.140.55 twice. Both addresses
belong to the Singapore-based RJIPL-SG network, which sug-
gests that the network is employing load-balancing in a way
that confuses both classic traceroute and Paris traceroute.

4.2 Implications
In our results, we see the distinction between anomalous
routes analyzed by classic traceroute vs Paris traceroute.
Consecutive duplicate IP address nodes are colored red, and
all other nodes are colored blue.

6A complete list of the IP addresses used can be found in
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Classic Paris
52.15.0.93 52.15.0.97
100.65.24.48 100.65.24.32
100.66.12.244 100.66.12.2
100.66.15.228 100.66.14.36
100.66.6.111 100.66.6.37
100.66.4.143 100.66.4.225
100.65.8.65 100.65.11.193
52.95.3.141 52.95.3.137
52.95.2.116 52.95.2.228
52.95.1.201 52.93.239.74
100.91.41.0 100.91.41.128
52.93.129.110 100.92.54.71
52.93.129.118 52.93.129.118
54.239.43.58 54.239.43.58
54.239.103.98 100.91.5.5
54.239.102.230 54.239.103.86
54.239.103.53 54.239.103.77
218.30.53.1 218.30.53.1
202.97.98.182 202.97.92.46
202.97.12.46 202.97.98.182
202.97.12.46 202.97.12.46
202.97.94.137 202.97.94.141
106.60.0.214 202.97.76.182
222.221.28.246 106.60.0.222
61.166.158.237
61.166.158.233

Figure 2: The list of IP addresses taken by classic
traceroute (on the left) and Paris traceroute (on the
right) to 106.61.157.208.

In paths where we see consecutive duplicate IP addresses
whenmeasured by classic traceroute, Paris traceroute reveals
the real structure – loops, created by load balancers.
We’ve successfully reproduced the claims of Paris tracer-

oute from a similarly randomized approach, which indicates
that load balancers and other anomalous network structures
are still as pervasive as they were when the original paper
was written.

This is unsurprising given the critical function of load
balancers – without one, network traffic to a cluster of web
servers could quickly become unevenly distributed and over-
whelm certain boxes.

4.3 Limitations
We were limited in the number of IP addresses we could
evaluate due to the length of runtime. Running traceroute
on 100 IP addresses already took over half an hour, which
meant it would be infeasible to scale up the number of data
points significantly.

(a) Classic traceroute.

(b) Paris traceroute.

Figure 3: Abstractions of the routes taken by clas-
sic traceroute and Paris traceroute to 106.61.157.208.
The red node represents the second occurrence of
202.97.12.46 on the route taken by classic traceroute.

Also, we may have gotten more accurate experiment re-
sults by running Paris nraceroute and classic traceroute
concurrently on the same IP address destination. Especially
when considering network structures like load balancers, the
network path may have changed between sequential runs.
Furthermore, we only considered IPv4 addresses. Given

how IPv6 addresses have become more common, a truly ran-
domized search across the entire IP address space would have
considered IPv6 addresses proportionally to how common
they are.

5 FUTUREWORK
One aspect of the traceroute output that we did not analyze
is the network hop interval times. In future work, we will
analyze this piece of additional information to answer sev-
eral additional questions. Although Paris traceroute handles
anomalous paths well, does it do so in a reasonable amount
of time compared to classic traceroute? Do certain anomalies
increase hop time relative to others?
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Classic Paris
52.15.0.107 52.15.0.103
100.65.24.144 100.65.26.144
100.66.12.12 100.66.12.170
100.66.14.206 100.66.14.174
100.66.6.3 100.66.6.175
100.66.4.231 100.66.4.149
100.65.11.225 100.65.10.97
52.95.1.19 52.95.3.139
52.95.1.224 52.95.1.168
52.93.239.36 52.95.1.173
100.91.39.194 100.91.39.64
52.93.133.56 52.93.134.26
100.91.168.102 100.91.168.106
100.91.168.69 100.91.168.115
100.91.221.46 100.91.221.114
100.91.221.29 100.91.221.107
150.222.243.202 150.222.241.178
100.91.217.124 100.91.217.34
100.91.217.141 100.91.217.39
100.91.216.136 100.91.216.38
100.91.216.79 100.91.219.1
150.222.242.121 100.91.131.33
100.91.131.1 52.93.4.9
52.93.4.5 52.93.4.110
52.93.4.126 52.46.166.155
52.46.166.157 103.198.140.26
103.198.140.55 103.198.140.38
103.198.140.38 103.198.140.26
103.198.140.55 103.198.140.59
103.198.140.59

Figure 4: The list of IP addresses taken by classic
traceroute (on the left) and Paris traceroute (on the
right) to 184.84.244.99.

Furthermore, there may be interesting work in pushing
Paris traceroute to the limit. We’ve demonstrated that it han-
dles typical network anomalies well, but are there anomalies
that it doesn’t handle correctly? Even ones we manufacture
ourselves?

6 CONCLUSION
Testing classic traceroute and Paris traceroute side-by-side
on 104 randomly chosen IPv4 addresses clearly showed that
Paris traceroute handles networkswith load-balancing routers
better than classic traceroute. Employing a constant 4-byte
prefix to the IP payload often times helps load-balancing
routers send all packets belonging to a flow along the same
path, which ultimately leads to better traceroute results.

(a) Classic traceroute.

(b) Paris traceroute.

Figure 5: Abstractions of the routes taken by classic
traceroute and Paris traceroute to 184.82.244.99.

That said, Paris traceroute can still be tripped up by load-
balancing, although the frequency is much lower than for
classic traceroute. Loops, for example, occurred in 1.9% of
destinations for Paris traceroute and 31.7% of destinations
for classic traceroute. While imperfect, Paris traceroute rep-
resents a marked improvement over Van Jacobson’s initial
traceroute implementation from over thirty years ago.
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